Theme of the week
Internet safety and safety at home

In this topic we will explore:
 The dangers of being online
 What to do if you are being cyberbullied
 How to be safe when using a chat room.
 How to make sure you are safe when using the Internet
 How to make sure you and your family are safe at home
Choose some of the tasks to do below:
Look at the scenarios in the worksheet What would you do? Write down and/or discuss
with somebody else what you would do in these situations. Can you come up with 2 other
examples to discuss?
On the worksheet Surf Safe – Can you create a poster giving at least 4 ways of staying
safe online. Then discuss your poster with another person, could you add any other ideas
after your discussion?
Are these risky or not? Sheet Shade in the boxes – Red if you should NOT do this, green if you
should, and orange if you are not sure. Then discuss with an adult or a friend.
What would you do if you were being cyberbullied? (Being mean using technology). Create a
poster - what is cyber bullying and what should you do if it ever happens to you.

What chat rooms do you use? How can you make sure you are safe when using them?
Write down a list based on personal information you should never share with an invidiual
online.

Create a survival guide based on dangerous items you may have at home.
Write down why it is dangerous and how you can avoid getting injured
using this item.
For example- Kettles are dangerous when boiling water, you could burn
yourself when making a hot drink. Remember to ask an adult to help you
if you need it, hold the handle correclty, pour the water out away from
electricity and away from your body.

If you have a computer – you could:
Use it to create poster (You format it with the skills you have learn in ICT lessons).
Use it to make a PowerPoint about the topic or additional research.
Useful websites:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgCNGvL0g1g 15-minute Newsround clip on online safety
https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/safer-internet-day/safer-internet-day-2017-quiz-8-13-year-olds Quiz

Are these risky or not? Are these things you should do/should not do?
Shade in the boxes below – Red if you should NOT do this, green if you should, and orange if you are not sure.
Then discuss with an adult or a friend.

Extension: Can you make up two more examples and discuss them?

